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Latest Elections Considered Valid
Last quarter's student senate
and AWS elections are considered valid, according to new

ASSU president Doug McKnight.
"Nobody filed a protest," McKnight said and added that
steps will be taken to prevent
future irregularities in voting
procedures.

THE ELECTIONS could have
been ruled invalid since Frank
Fennerty, election board coordinator, resigned before they
took place and they were held
without a coordinator.
Also, some male

S.U. students

may have voted for the AWS
offices.

He noted that there were some

opportunities for male students
to vote for AWS, but he believes
few actually did.
Finally, the number of poll
watchers during the election

was minimal.
McKnight said part of the
trouble was caused by those
who failed to read the directions

correctly when setting up the
voting machines. He also said

some student body cards were

not punched when their individual owners voted.

McKNIGHT STATED that voting machines will probably not
be used again for student body
elections. A paper ballot will be

substituted.
Other remedies to be consid-

—

...

newly elected ASSU officers were
♥'ONMY HONOR
sworn in last week as they assumed their posts for spring
quarter and the coming year. Mike Duggan, senior class
president, far left, administers the oath of office to, 1. to r.:
ered are having an official at of AWS secretary. Joanne Careach ballotingplace to check on bonetti is treasurer and Diana
the voting procedure and an Pompeo is publicity director.
imprint on student body cards
to replace the hole puncher.
RESULTS OF the senate elecEileen Morgan was elected
AWS president. Nancy Ovenell
won the vice-presidency.

photo by nedbuchman

Doug McKnight, ASSU president; Shirley Miles, ASSU secretary; John Graves, ASSU first vice-president; Joe Zavaglia,
ASSU second vice-president; Jim Eeckhoudt, ASSU treasurer and George Irwin, ASSU publicity director.
tions are as follows:
while Starr Tavenner won posiKathy Lotzgesell won senate tion No. 8.
position No. 5, Jim Benoit won
Mary Kay Ho11 in ge r was
position No. 6, Lindsey Draper elected without opposition to the
landed senate position No. 7 Publications Board.

Mary Pat Ganley won the post
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Honors For Alumni
At Awards Banquet

Spectaror

U.S. Army Major Patrick for valor demonstrated while
Brady, Congressional Medal of flying medical evacuation mis"*J".'?:'-;
Seattle, Washington
Tuesday, April 7, 1970
Vol. XXXVIII, No. 41
Honor winner for heroism in sions in Vietnam.
two
tours
Brady
of
Vietnam, will receive the S.U.
served
Alumni Association's Distin- duty in Vietnam.
The Very Rev. Kenneth Bak- Re-Hiring
guished Service Award SaturPossible?
er, S.U. University president,
day in Campion.
principal
speaker
at
Brady, who graduated from will be the
S.U. with a degree in psychol- the 12:30 p.m. Spring Awards
ogy, is now a medical instructor luncheon. He will speak on
with the Army at Fort Sam "Challenges facing Seattle UniHouston, Texas. He was among versity in the 70's."
Other alumni recipients of the
four army personnel to receive
by Lou Ainsworth
ered at tonight's faculty senate academic needs that are fulthe citation from President Distinguished Service Award inmeeting. The issue, apparently filled. Discontinuing the Rabbi's
rehiring
The
of
Arthur
Rabbi
Nixon last October in a White clude mountaineer James Whita moot point until concerned services would exclude repretaker and Vietnam's Dr. Pat Jacobovitz, part time theology
House ceremony.
students rallied to the Rabbi's sentation of Jewish thought on
S.U.,
lecturer
will
be
considat
His decoration was received Smith.
support, has stirred student in- this campus."
In response to the petition,
terest and rated discussion in
a Seattle newspaper.
the theology department passed
unanimously the following stateECONOMIC PRESSURES ment: "The theology departoriginally forced the termina- ment repeats that Rabbi Jacobotion of the Rabbi's contract. It vitz will not be hired for the
appears that unless the funds 1970-71 year for monetary reafor Rabbi Jacobovitz' $1000 sal- sons.
ary can be found somewhere
"If the necessary funds to
in the airtight academic budget, hire him are forthcoming, the
he will not be rehired for the department will do so within
1970-71 academic year.
the overall plan for cycling the
A petition calling for the re- theology courses."
taining of Rabbi Jacobovitz has
Fr. LeRoux's position in rebeen presented to the Very Rev- sponse was that "if we cannot
erend Kenneth Baker, S.J., Uni- afford to pay a teacher, we just
versity President, and Fr. Wil- could not let him teach for nothliam LeRoux, S.J., theology de- ing."
partment chairman. The petition bears 1137 student signaADMINISTRATIVE REPLY
tures gathered in four days. to the petition has thus far consisted of a letter from Fr. Baker
THE PETITION calls the to Sitnick, in which the presiRabbi's salary an insignificant dent said that it appeared the
amount "not only because of on'v grounds for not rehiring
the face value of the sum, but Rabbi Jacobovitz were finanin relation to all the cultural and cial.
1

Rabbi's Job Disputed

Hostage Held at Teatro...

Mid-East Situation Debated
in Pigott Auditorium Friday
Farouk Mawlawi, west coast

degree in politicalscience.
He was later Lebanon's delegate to the United Nations.
S.U.'s political science departArthur Jacobovitz, S.U. lecturer ment is sponsoring the debate.
in theology, will debate the Dr. Ben Cashman, Department
"Prospects for Peace in the Mid- chairman, will moderate the dedle East" this Friday at 10 a.m. bate.
in Pigott Auditorium.
According to Fr. Edmund
Mawlawi, a native of Lebanon, Morton, S.J. academicvice
attended the University of Chi- president, teachers may dismiss
cago and received a bachelor's classes for the hour debate if
degree in math and a master's they wish.

director of the San Franciscobased Arab League, and Rabbi

—
i

THE HOSTAGE, Kevin O'Hara (fifth

Rosanne Jurich, Lois Longo, Bob Sturgill

from left) is told that he will be shot in
reparation for the execution of another political prisoner in Brendan Behan's play at
the Teatro Inigo. From left: Colleen Sinclair,
Dennis Nolette, Sue Sullivan, Dave Mills,

and Leslie Staeheli. "The Hostage" runs
April 9, 10, 11, 15, 16, 17 and 18. Curtain is
8:30 p.m. For reservations, call EA 3-9400,
ext. 235.

Presentation Crowds Library...

Fr. Conway
Dies at S.U.
Fr. Vincent Conway, S.J., S.U.
faculty member for nearly a
quarter of a century, died March
27 at Loyola Hall, where he
had been living in retirement.
Fr. Conway came to S.U. in
1940, and retired in 1964 after
teaching history and serving as
head librarian. Since his retirement he had been in charge of
the Loyola Hall archives.
The Pennsylvania native was
ordained in 1938 after receivinp
a Master's degree from Loyola

University of Chicago.
Prior to joining the Jesuits,
Fr. Cbnway served in the Army
in WWI, as a graves registration

ITALIAN DICTIONARIES: A complete set of Italian dictionaries was presented last Thursday to the Very Rev.
Kenneth Baker, S.J., President of S.U. by the Italian Consul,
the Honorable Cegostini De Irenzo, ninth from left. Others
at the presentation include, 1. to r., Richard Ellis, Dr. Louis
Christensen, Maximine Marinoni, Fr. Baker, Mrs. Karen

Guyot, John DiJulio, Jim Rispoli, Mrs. Leocadia Codispoti,
Consul,
James Goodwin, S.J., Mrs. Irene Allen, Fr.

the
Fr.
Francis Bisciglia, S.J., Fr. Frank Logan, S.J., Mrs. Jeanette
Hulburt, Fr. A. A. Lemieux, S.J., Fr. Kevin Waters, S.J., Dr.
Joseph Gallucci, Mr. Gerald Ricard, Fr. Alexander McDonald, S.J., and Fr. Gerard Steckler, S.J.

news briefs

16 into TauBeta Pi, the National
new pledges until April 13.
Silver Scroll has now broad- Engineering Honor Society.
ened its original purpose to inThe students, chosen from juSign-ups for positions on the clude "new direction based on nior and senior engineering maU.S. committee for the World the concept of group interestand jors for character, academic exYouth Assembly are now avail- voice in University and commu- cellence and outside activities,
able in the ASSU office, accord- nity affairs," according to Kathy are James Irwin, John Johnson,
ing to George Irwin, ASSU pub- Moriarty, vice president.
William McCoy and Randall
licity director.
a 3.0 gpa Staudacher.
women
with
Junior
Five members between the may apply.
Dr. Richard Schwaegler, Dr.
ages of 16 and 25 are sought to
Kathy at Richard Berg and Byron Gage
phone
questions
For
form theU.S. group.
were initiated in recognition of
The entire Assembly willmeet AT 3-7798.
their outsanding work as engifrom
June
15
to
in New York
neers and teachers.
July 22 and will present its resto
the
United
Nations.
olutions
Each candidate must prepare
Hiyu Coolee songbooks, includa position paper on a contem- ing over 200 folk songs, are now
Phi Chi Theta, national fraporary issue.
on sale for $1.
in business,
Contact Starr Tavenner at CH ternity for womenscholarship
to
offering
$100
a
is
2-3884.
a woman student majoring in
business or medical records.
Town Girls have organized a
Applications are available on
S.U.
pool
for town-based
car
English chamber music will the business school buletinboard
students which will go into operation today.
be the topic of this month's Tha- on the first floor of Pigott. Deadp.m.
A ride board has been set up lia Noon Musicale at 12:15 Litomorrow in the Lemieux
inside the front door of the Chief- brary
Auditorium.
e
tain. Informationon rides availThe Thalia String Quartet will
able may be obtained from the
board or from Town Girl mem- play selected works of William
bers, according to Bonnie Gaff- Walton and Ralph Vaghan Williams while the Wind Ensemble
ney.
will play Gordon Jacob's "Old
continue
for
The service will
Wine
in New Bottles."
pool
is
the entire quarter. The
There
will also be a concert
open to all townies, not just
exhibit of English composers.
members of Town Girls.

world youth

songbooks

scholarship

car pool

noon musicale

line for applications is April
23rd.
Coeds who apply should have
a minimum 3.0 gpa.

loan fund

convention

Nancy Ovenell, incoming AWS
vice-president and junior English major from Burlington,
Wash., was elected regional coordinator of Region I of the
Intercollegiate Association of
Women Students at the 1970
IAWS convention held March 25.
S.U.'s AWS officers attended
the convention at Adams State
College in Alamosa, Colorado.
AWS plans to attend all future
conventions in its region as well
as the National Convention in

A loan fund has been started
by past Spectator staffers to
provide loan assistance to S.U.
students whose work on the
Spectator and the Aegis prevents them from holding down
full or part time jobs to pay
their tuition.
An alumni board, representing a cross section of years at
S.U., will administer the funds,
which will be loaned on the March, 1971.
basis of financial need and time
donated to publications.
Initial board members are
Jean Merlino, Jerry Lavell,
Carol Furness and Sharon Ferguson.
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officer.
A concelebrated requiem mass
was offered March 30 at St.
Joseph's Church, with burial in
the Jesuit cemetery at Mount St.
Michael's in Spokane. Bishop
Thomas E. Gill of Seattle was
the principal concelebrant as 20
priests, many from S.U., assisted him.

Ten and Sixty
Tuesday 7-11

silver scroll

Silver Scroll, S.U.s scholastic
honorary for senior women, will
be accepting applications for

tau beta pi
Four students and three professors of the S.U. School of Engineering were initiated March

ALPHA KAPPA PSI

It's hard

(I.D. Please)

722 PIKE

FORUM

...

does not depend
"Our greatest happiness
on the condition of life in which chance has
placed us, but is always the result of a good
conscience, good health, occupation, and freeThomasJefferson
dom in all just pursuits."
'
y

—

The only professional business
fraternity on S.U.'s campus.

ANNOUNCES
Its beginning spring pledge period
for all male business majors including transfer students

FIRST MEETING— TONIGHT. TUES.. APRIL 7
XAVIER HALL Conference Room, 6:30 p.m.

—

Cecil Jones
President

MONEY TALKS
it says plenty when you "write your own"
with NBofC special checks. A great way to organize your budget . . have money when you
need it. Come in today!

©And

.

NBCCOMMERCE

NATIONAL BANK OF
'The Spectator/Tuesday, April 7, 1970
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to feel secure
under 30
and other
tragedies of
college life.

Getting hip to the
reality that you'renot going
to be in school forever

can be a bad experience.
That's why it pays to plan
for the future now. Invest
in a life insurance program
that canprovide the
foundation for a solid

financial structure.
ProvidentMutual has a
program carefully designed
for college students. The
earlier you start, the less
it costs. And the more
security you'll have a
chance to build.
So stop by our office
today. Or give us a call.
And if you end up talking
to an over 30, don't be
surprised when he
empathizes.Mainly because

hehad to get hip to the
same reality.
Bob Pigott
ME 2-2979

PROVIDENT
MUTUALMfe LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY OF

PHILADELPHIA

Reaction to "Seattle Magazine" Article

Chiles Heads
PoliUnion

By Kerry

Webster

ExecutiveEditor
"The Waning of Seattle U.,"
a ten-page melodrama in this
month's Seattle magazine, has
drawn mixed reviews from the
University community.
The article portrays a university caught in a crisis of dwindling enrollment, faltering finances, restive faculty and a
purpose that has apparently

been mislaid.
Students who have read the
magazine are divided inopinion,
ranging from those who de-

nounced the effort as a "hatchet
job" to some whoconceded that
PAUL CHILES
it came "pretty close to hitting
Paul Chiles, a junior political the nail on the head."
science major, was named yesSome lay faculty found the
terday as president of the S.U. piece "pretty fair," but Jesuit
faculty, who took a beating in
Political Union.
Chiles, 20, is a former stu- the magazine, generally found
dent senator. He gained prom- it negative.
"It was too consistently mainance last quarter as a key
negotiatorin resolvingthe ASSU- levolent to be received with
BSU Homecomingconfrontation. much attention from serious
readers," said Fr. Robert Bradley, Dean of Arts and Sciences.
The article is the work of
Tomorrow is the last day to
add or change a course.
some time photographer, John
THE VIEW AT S.U. Readers of Seattle
No change will be considered
Terence Turner, 29, a 1963 gradofficial unless the student has
program.
magazine
honors
were treated this week to a view
uate of S.U.'s
filed the necessary card with
Waning of SeUniversity
Most
of
"The
Seattle
almost as bleak as this
of
paid
the Registrar's Office and
attle U." is routine exposition "Spring Cynicism" bulletin board, a tonguethe correct fees.
of well-known campus events
Students must first obtain

-

during the past five years. During the course of this narrative,
however, Turner manages to get
in a few sharp cracks at Uni-

the correct card, get an advisor's signature and return the
card to the Registrar and deposit the fee.

Exhibits Set For the
Library Display Rooms
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The display is sponsored by
Sigma Kappa Phi, SU nursing
club. Student chairman is Brenda Kaufer, 20, a junior from San
Francisco.

The first-floor display room of
the Lemieux Library will be kept
busy for the next two weeks with
exihibits ranging from Venice to
nurses' sculptures.
A public photographic exhibition on 'Venice" is now in progress through April 12 at the li-

Soph Coeds

brary.

Cut Loose

SPONSORED by the S.U. Fine
Arts department, the 70 photogSophomore women living at
raphers are being shown in the
greater Seattle area by the Ital- Bellarmine Hall will not be reian Consulate. The exhibit is on quired to be in the dorm at specified hours beginning April 17.
a nation-wide tour.
The new hours liberalization
"preserve
The photographs
passed by the Board of
was
the beauty of Venice's past and
during spring break.
Trustees
portray the positive aspects of The approval came several
progress,"
accordher modern
after work on the change
ing to Dr. Louis Christensen, months
was begun by Bellarmine Hall
S.U. fine arts chairman.
officers who polled the sophoThe exhibit is in the first-floor more residents and presented
Stimson Display room.
proposals for a change.
The regular midnight (weekFollowing the Venice photos
in the Stimson room will be a days) and 2 a.m. (Friday and
Nursing Arts and crafts display Saturday) hours will continue
next Monday through Wednes- to apply to freshman residents.
Sophomores who are going to be
day.
out of the dorm all night will be
SCULPTURES, collages and encouraged to sign out.
other fine arts items besides
A special meeting for sophohobby works of S.U. nursing stu- mores will be tomorrow night in
dents will be exhibited from Bellarmine lounge.

STUDY IN ROME

Fall 1970

Enrollments now being accepted in the Junior Semester
Abroad Rome Program of the University of Puget Sound.

—

For full information call, write, or see
Dr. Gerard Banks, Vice President
University of Puget Sound
Tacoma, Washington 98416
Office: Jones Hall Room III
Phone: 759-3521, Ext. 203

—

in-check arrangement by secretary Shirley
Miles of Spectator headlines you'd rather
forget.

route to a part-time job instead
versity fixtures.
Fr. John Fitterer, S.J., is of a protest meeting" and is
characterized as the former "hung up on tolos" and keg
president who "failed to win parties.
In a conversation with the
faculty respect, partly because
author,
a
doctora group of "more hip"
had
earned
he
never
ate and part'y because of his students bemoan the incorrigable conservatism of their hopesomewhat aloof manner."
The typical S.U. student is a lessly "out" classmates.
Turner's unrestrained hyper"conservatively dressed young
person who is very likely en bole was found "sophomoric"

by several faculty members.
"Given his premises, some of
the things he said are valid,"
said Fr. Joseph Perri, S.J., executive vice president, but he
dea't rather harshly and a bit
unjustly with several adminis-

New Income Rules For

African Art
NowatS.U.
from

-

Students Announced
Students whose income is $1,825 or under for 1970 can avoid
paying any of it to the U.S. government in taxes under a new
tax reform law, according to
financial columnist Sylvia Porter.
The new tax law, designed to
remove many low-income Amer-

Fast Planned
For Peace

ican families from the tax rolls,
will help students by allowing
them a low-income, tax exempt
allowance of $1,100 for 1970.
In addition, personal exemptions for 1970 are $625, and $100
of tax-free dividends is allowed.
The total comes to $1,825 for the
year.
Income over the exempt level
will be taxed at bottom rates.
However, even those students
who have no income tax to pay
must file a tax return for 1970
if income is $1,700 or more.
Parents of students earning
$600 and more can still claim
a dependent deduction for the
student as a dependent if he
is under 19 or, if over, if he is
a full-time student or is pursuing a full-time, on-farm train-

—

Appointment

EAst 2-9891

'°°

Northwest

-

Center
surrE aoa

Medicajl

1 Broadway

A collection of artifacts
the United Republic of Tanzania
(Tanganyika, Zanzibar, and
Pemba) has been loaned to the
Library for display by Thomas
Trebon of the Political Science
Department
Basketry, musical instruments,
coins, chess pieces, oil paintings, and Masai Ivory carving
complete the exhibit now being
displayed on the second and
third floors of the Library.
Outstanding are the nine Ebony carvings made by the Makonde Tribe, one of the fourteen
major tribes of East Africa who
inhabit Southern Tanzania and
Mozambique.
Mr. Trebon acquired this collection during the nine months
he spent in Tanzania doing research for his Doctorate at the
University College at Dar es
Salaam.

This Summer Quarter:
Advanced Registration

APRIL, 1970
Thursday, April 9— Free Hour— Work or Study AbroadLtd.
Friday, April 10— ASSU President's Banquet.
Tuesday, April 14 Senior Class Blue Banjo Nite.
Thursday, April 16— Free Hour— Mu Sigma and Physics

—

Just Drop In or
Call for an

(Continued on Page 4)

This month's Vietnam Moratorium observance will include
a three-day "Peace Fast," April
13-15, with proceeds from food ing course.
not eaten going to "aid the victims of war," according to the
national Moratorium committee.
The fast is conceived as a
"dramatic protest" against the
war in the midst of the other
Moratorium activities. Funds
Advance registration for sum- to the Registrar's office during
will be distributed to the Amer- mer quarter is being offered for the three days. Class cards will
ican Friends Service Vietnam the first time. All students reg- be issued at that point. These
Committee, the National Wel- istered
for the current quarter must be checked, signed, and
fare Rights Organizationand the are eligible for advance regis- returned immediately.
UnitedFarm Workers.
T u it io n statements will be
tration. The times are April 28The committeeurged students 29, 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. and April mailed by May 10. Tuition must
be paid at the Treasurer's ofto ask their dorms for reim- 30, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
bursements for meals lost durNotices of precedure will not fice by June 19.
ing the April 13-15 period.
Students not registering in adbe mailed to students. A few
In Seattle, a three-hour march, changes from the normal pro- vance must call or list their
name with the Registrar's office
beginning at noon at Third and cedure should be noted.
Yesler and ending at the SeatInterested students must see before June 12 to get a registle Center for a 3 p.m. rally, is their adviser, get a signed ad- tration number and must apscheduled for April 18.
visor work sheet, and bring it pear in person June 22 to register for summer classes.

ASSU Spring Calendar
Collegiate Barber Shop

trators."
"His sketch of Fr. Fitterer
was a positive distortion of

Club.

Friday, April 17— Scabbard and Blade Car Wash.
Saturday, April 18— Hawaiian Club Luau.
Thursday-Friday, April 23-24— Chieftain Rifle Car Wash.
Saturday, April 25— Military Ball.
Thursday, April 30 Free Hour— Barry Goldwater.
Friday, April 30-May 3— ROTC Pre-Camp.

—

Tuesday, April 7,

Distributors
Needed
Students are neededto distribute The Spectator to the Connol-

lyP.E. Center.
Papersare available for distribution every Tuesday andThursday morning, 9 a.m., on the first
floor of the Spectator-Aegis
building.

Interested students should con-

tact Patty Hollinger, editor, ext.

594.

1970/The

Spectator/
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EDITORIALS I

1

byPhilftqnk

FRANKLYSPEAKING

The Editor

To the editor:
Iwas very surprised to hear of
Fr. Baker's plans for changing the
name of the University. The majority of Fr. Baker's proposals to
this date seem to be motivatedby
a desire to economize.This is good
so long as it's the luxuries and
inessentials that are cut. In this
student's opinion a new name is
both a luxury and inessential.
A new name would also be expensive. Look around you Father:
"Seattle University" is carved,
chiseled, and stenciled onto a lot
of University property. And don't
forget the decals students stick
(wih pride) on their car windows.
You might have to divert the entire gardening budget to switch
things around. Let us not forget
the reams of official stationery
that go in the mails each day.
Stop by the Spectator and we'll
tell you what new logos and printing costs.
If our recruiters can't give S.U.
the proper academic image much
less make it clear that they're not

Editorials exclusively represent the opinions of The
Spectator. Views expressedin columns are the opinions
of the columnist and do not necessarily represent the
opinions of The Spectator.

Editorial

The fact that S.U.'s academic reality is much better
than its image has become a frequently heard saying among
those who know S.U. as it truly is.
That saying will probably be cited much more frequently now that Seattle Magazine is circulating the city
with one of the most biased articles that has ever been
foisted upon the local public.
The immediate reaction to such a hatchet job is to
reply in kind. But that is asking too much of any selfrespecting publication that pays even lip service to the traditional journalistic ideals of objectivity and fairness
The second reaction is to attempt to correct and clarify
the errors and distortion that the article creates. However,
such an extensive job would still resemble an attack if due
only to the length it would require.
The third reaction is to dismiss it entirely, hoping that
if its quietly ignored its damage won't be too extensive,
especially if the public considers the slick but shallow publication in which it appears.
The fourth and final reaction is hope that the few constructive facets of the article, which objectively handled several of the real problems at this institution, will guide the
University in correcting them and the public in understanding them.
It is also hoped that this article would spur the Trustees
into a progressive, enlightened and planned public relations
program that would help take the sting out of such an
Article
It would take the sting out, not by propagandizing the
public with a whitewashed image, but by realistically and
truthfully keeping the public informed about S.U. Such a
program would communicate not just the progress of S.U.
but also the problems that they exist and what is being
done about them.
The Trustees have an ideal opportunity to initiate this
type of program since the University Relations department
is presently undergoing revision. Major corporations have
benefited from a sound public relations orientation and S.U.
would do the same.
In fact S.U. must do it because openess and honestly is
the only policy in dealing with the public. While the reality
of S.U. must continue to improve, the image must be accurate enough in the public mind not to be tarnished seriously
by someone with an ax to grind and a public medium to
hone it on.

—

CAMPVS

from the U. of Wash. I suggest
some economizing in that depart-

ment.

Robert Kegel

'time was a\Kimhwkh w wks?
pmt w smjo ask m nev

voting error

feedback

To the editor:
On Thursday when Ientered the
polling place only one person was
on duty at the polls. This was at
Campion Tower. Presenting my
student body card to the attendant, I entered the booth. I then
proceeded to vote. Ivoted for both

the Senate and A.W.S. positions.
Idid not realize until after Ileft
the machine that male students
were not allowed to vote for
A.W.S. It is my own personal right
not to have broadcasted who I
voted for. That is not the point.
Iwould hate to have had my vote
decide an election Ihad no business voting in.
I wish to re-emphasize the fact
that Iwas able to and did vote in
the A.W.S. election.
Respectfully yours,
Stephen E. Pascoe

FORVM

election gap

To the editor:
Your editorial on priorities

(March5) is disappointingly vague
in its position as regards the fu-

ture of minority student programs
at Seattle University. While mentioning that the school has not
somehow escaped the general
"fabric" of racism found in our
society, little menton is made in
the Spectator's opinion on the university's direction as both stated
and implied in the President's reply memo to the Urban Affairs

Committee.
Specifically, the President's response to recommendations made
by the U.A.C. speaks of "a private Jesuit institution of higher
learning" which will provide "a
special type of Christian education that is offered here in a school
under Catholic auspices." In
thinking about this, one must ask
whether an exclusive policy of
admission to a predominantly homogenized cultural and racial setting is realistic in preparing adults
enfor effective participation upon
tering the real world. This world,
as you are aware, is not predominantly white nor is it Catholic.
Racism is a national disease
which must be treated through
education. Quarantining Seattle
University will not enhance its
status as a university, nor will it
serve the practical interests of its
students. While I understand the
current financial dilemma the university is facing, especially in this
era of tight money, Catholic higher education has a moral obligation in conscience to prepare its
students for success not only in
church responsibilities,but in general societal responsibilities as
well. "Nigger" is not extrinsic to
Catholic society.

pie involved with minority programs today know well that there
is no review of precedence available to index potential success

with these programs. It is therefore of fundamental importance
that these programs have the full
cooperation and assistance of the
administration of schools where
they exist. Such programs exist
at Seattle University; however, related policy delineation appears to
be both uncooperative and unas-

sisting at this juncture.
Seattle University is an urban
university if by virtue of nothing
other than its location. Students,
faculty and administration have
the mutual responsibility to examine issues relating to the
school; but more than examination, the corollary responsibility
exists to air conclusions and seek
harmonious solution. The current

communication gap among university officials would suggest that
such harmony does not presently
exist. Perhaps harmonious examination in concert would lead to
harmonious conclusion / solution.
Before such activity can commence the university's administration must clarify its position on
minority programs in clear non-

contradictory terms.
In closing, I must say that I
found the reference to blacks being "especially favored" insulting
to me and to black people in general. The amount of money spent

on an individual's education does

not insure that equality of education is provided. Black people
come largely from inadequate incomes and inadequate schools. To

the same per student expenditure needs among many
b'acks in contrast to most whites
todav is not consistent with our
knowledge of contemporary urban
The President's memorandum society.
further was oresumotious in its
Department of Higher Education
castigation of the school's Office
Albert J. Smith, Jr. (64)
of Minority Student Affairs. Peo/The Spectator Tuesday, April 7, 1970
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Letter to

To the editor:
I am sorry to inform you that
on election day there were times
when we did not provide two
poeple at the polling places. In the
past we had only to provide one.
Since Gammas are no longer
functioning in this capacity we
have tried to help fill the gap. No
member of the election board ever
informed us of the necessity of
two people. We knew that two
were desired but no statement
came with the sign up sheet saying that it was required by any
law or election code. In the future
we will continue to work dilligently on the elections as long as we

are so informed.

Sam Fuoco,

Honorable Earl, I.K.'s

public relations
To the Editor:
It is both my professional and
personal opinion that a university,
any university, cannot neglect the
function of public relations. That
Seattle University's Budget Committee and Board of Trustees
would decide to eliminate a publications program because there
was no way to show dollar and
cent returns on a ledger sheet is
unbelievable. That the decision
was made without consulting the
trained professionals in the program is even harder to grasp.
In my opinion, it is this kind
of unprofessional and short-sighted
decision making that has created
many of SU's public relations and
public image problems.
As Ileave this campus, I wsih
to extend two public thank yous.
First, to the Spectator for printing excerpts from the deleted SU
Magazine article, "Webs Are
Made Of Men." To this day, I
believe that its circulation to an
audience which cares about Seattle U. would have been a healthy
and positive act.
Secondly, thank you to the nu-

merous students, and the faculty
and staff participants in the Vietnam Moratorium days of November and December. Unfortunately
these events exposedanother "SU
disease" which needs mentioning.
There was not one SU Jesuit
willing to speak to the issue of
the Vietnam war. (Those asked
declined, those not asked had
time to volunteer.) Even more appalling was the fact that not one
Jesuit cared enough to check on
the physical welfare of their students who kept an all-night vigil
reading names of the war dead.
Comforting those young people
"
who said, "Nobody cares! that
night in front of the library was
as sorrowful to me as hearing
the names of other young people
who no longer have a voice.
Perhaps my belief that these
men should care is misplaced.
However, I have long believed
in clergymen as men who care
about the concerns of their congregations, just as I continue to
believe that adults have the responsibility of providing leadership for the young. Both are
naivetes I cherish dearly.
My criticisms are in no way

litttti to lis* editor should bo
typed, double speed and not exceed ' 150 word, in length. Letter,
mutt bo signed but names may b.
withheld on request.
Opinion articles, not to enceed 500
word., may bo directed to Sounding

Boards.

The Spectator reserves the right to
edit all copy for style

intended to reflect my total feeling about Seattle University. This
institution contains many strong
people and fine programs. Isincerely wish them much deserved
support and recognition.
The past two years have been
beautifully rewarding and frustrating. Iwill miss being here.
Karen West

Asst. Univ. Editor (former)

slipshod
To the editor:
Iwould like it known that prior
to the running of these elections
I informed you that I was unable
to continue as election board coordinator. Ishould further like it
known that Idid not have a hand
in the running of these elections.
My only further comment is
that on the day of elections it
would have been quite easy for me
to vote for an A.W.S. officer. The
poll worker apparently did not reset the machine. While Idid not,
the possibility to vote did present
itself to me. These elections were

run rather slipshod.
Frank Fennerty

Magazine's S.U. Story
Gives Campus New Issue
from page 3)

(Continued

—

reality," said Fr. John Costello,
S.J., a criticismthat was echoed
"You
by a puzzled student
could call Fitterer a lot of
things, but 'aloof certainly
wasn't one of them."
There was a feeling among
Hoth faculty and students that
Turner had carried his ear'ysixties preconception over into
the present, without proper re-

search.

Although Turner spent parts
of three months on campus, only
three faculty members were interviewed for the article.
"H" didn't bother to contact
the head of the Theology department," said Fr. William LeRonx, S.J., "so, since we are
instituting reforms in this area,
many of his statements on theology were hopelessly out of
date."
In spite of numerous objections to specific portions, several faculty members found the
overall tenor of the piece "basically a fair analysis of the current situation." One of these
was Dr. Robert Saltvig.
"I thought Mr. Turner was
ciuite perceptive," Saltvig said,
"I would call most of his criticisms understatements." Saltvig said Turner correctly portrayed the University's confusion about goals and objectives,

and the general discontent of
the faculty.
Mrs. Marilyn Skinner agreed.
"These are— problems that all
the faculty especiallyEnglish
are vitally concerned
faculty
about," she said.
Fr. Gerald Steckler, S.J., although insisting the article had
"missed the point" in failing to
explore S.U. as a "Catholic,
Christian" university, was not
concerned with criticism of Jesuit faculty.
"As a matter of fact," he said,
"I feel he didn't go deep enough
into criticizing Jesuits in our
roles as teachers.
George Irwin, ASSU publicity
director, read the article and
liked it.
"Of course," he said, "Iknew
Terry Turner well. You've got
toremember that this guy is a
real super-liberal, and his writing is going to reflect that viewpoint."

—
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College Student Suicides Present Vital Threat
(Editor's note: The followingarticle is reprinted by permission
from the Oct. 8, 1969, issue of
the Eastern Washington State

SUICIDE is the second most common
cause of death among college students, second only to accidents. Often the pressure of
college work and coping with new found
freedoms is the cause of increasing depression. A place where students can go to re-

—photo by kerry webster

solve their conflicts by consultation with
professionals is important in suicide prevention. Understanding from friends is also a
necessary requirement if a depressed student is to be prevented from taking his or
her own life.

A Happy Marriage
Begins With A
Loving "Embrace"
Embrace Bridal Sets from Zales

man, two leading authorities on
suicide, list some of the most
dangerous misconceptions about

suicide:

CollegeEASTERNER.
1.) Suicide and depression are
The Spectator will publish a synonymous. They are not.
Thursday interview with Dr. While depression remains the
William Guppy head of the S.U. best single indication of a poCounseling and Testing Center, tential suicide, there are many
dealing with how the Center other roads that might lead to
helps students with personal suicide. Agitation, anxiety, psyproblems.)
chosis, and organic defects are
by Bruce Ellis
among these.
"There is only one truly ser2.) Suicide is immoral. Not
ious ■philosophicalproblem, and necessarily. Students soon bethat is suicide. Judging whether come familiar with the
Greek
life is or is not worth living Stoics and many Oriental
culamounts to answering the funin which suicide may be
tures
philosodamental question
of
— Albert
an honorable act. As they bephy."
Camus come well-read in Western litthey discover that not
WHILE NOT all college stu- erature,
all
writers
have condemned
philosophy
majors,
dents are
A college which
they are concerned with judging self-destruction.
with suicide only as a
deals
if life is worth living. Suicide is moral issue is not speaking the
the second greatest cause of same language as those studeath among college students. dents who consider the possibil(Accidental death is the great- ity.
est cause.)
3.) Suicide is the "curse of
One thousand collegians will
"disease of the
kill themselves within the next the poor" or the
year, another 9,000 will try and rich." False. All strata of sofail, and 90,000 will threaten to ciety contribute nearlytheir pro
rata share to the overallsuicide
do so. Many college counselors rate.
Students from schools
consider these figures conserva- large
and small, prestige and
tive.
and private,religous
Exact figures are impossible not, public
nonsectarian; students rich
to obtain, since suicides in col- and
lege are kept closely under and poor, brilliant and average
wraps. Many are recorded as have taken their own lives.
4.) Students who talk about
"accidents," mainlybecause
suicide leaves feelings of shame suicide won't commit suicide.
False. In a study conducted by
and guilt among the living.
the Los Angeles Suicide PrevenIT IS difficult to ignore its ir- tion Center, 75 per cent of the
reversibility, its frequently be- persons studied who had comwildering variety of motivations, mitted suicide had previously
its often dramatic public nature. threatened suicide.
If there are problems on a cam5.) There is nothing that will
pus, one suicide may force them stop someone who really wants
into focus. Too late come the to commit suicide. False. If a
calls for remedial action. Why student comes in contact with
not take preventative action?
another student whois threatenIt should be pointed out that ing suicide, a competent prothere is no suicide personality, fessional should be consulted as
nor is there any easily recog- soon as possible.
nizable sign to indicate that a
student is going to commit suTHE POTENTIAL suicide is
icide.
one who's lost hope and any feeling of meaningful contact with
IN THEIR classic work "Cry others. "Utter depression, lonefor Help," Doctors Norma L. liness, isolation, a prolonged
Farberow and EdwinS. Schneid- sense of the lack of any worth in
." Insane? No! Only
living
one of three suicides is psychotic, the rest are just persons who
are desperatelyunhappy.
Any suicide attempt, serious
or not, is essentially a cry for
help, according to Dr. Michael
Peck, staff psychologist at the
Suicide PreventionCenter of Los
Angeles.
A basic fact seems to be that
serious suicide attempts almost
always take place in a condition
of extreme loneliness. "This is
why suicide prevention centers
can succeed," says the Rev.
Kenneth Murphy, director of a
Boston center called Rescue,
Inc. "Would-be suicides are surprisingly easy to talk back to
life. They are never a hundred
per cent sure they want to die."
Three factors combine to
make student emotional problems unique. First, entrance into
college occurs during late ado-

..

-

lescence, the most traumatic
period of man's development.
Problems unseen by the young

and routine for the adult are
to one frantically constructing an identity.

devastatingly acute
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Shop The Convenient Way

On April 22nd the first National Environmental Teach-in will be held at colleges and
universities across the nation. If you're
asking yourself what can I do, THE ENVIRONMENTAL HANDBOOK will serve as a
source of ideas and tactics.

.

v

ZALES
JEWELERS

We're nothing without your love.
DOWNTOWN— 3rd & PINE
NORTHGATE SOUTHCENTER TACOMA MALL

RENTON

.

,„„,„<,„<,„ E morg d

Other related titles:
THE POPULATION BOMB
by Or. Paul R. Ehrlich (95c>
THE FRAIL OCEAN by Wesley Marx
(95c)
MOMENT IN THE SUN
by leona & Robert Rienow (95c)
S S T and Sonic Boom Handbook
by William R. Shurcliff (95cl
PERILS OF THE PEACEFUL ATOM:
The Myth ol Sale Nuclear Power Plants
by Richard Curtis S Elizabeth Hogan ($1 25|
Available wherever
f:|:)BAIIANTINE BOOKS are sold

Tuesday, April 7,

Second, for most students,
college demands an amount of
independence not required in
any previous home or school
situation. Sudden freedom and
an often drastically new environment can quickly bring latent
problems to the surface.
LAST AND most important,
young adults are more likely to
resolve their problems during
their undergraduate years if
they are provided with professional help at that time. Dr.
Farnsworth writes, "College
students are able to accept and
think in terms of psychological
concepts and they are close
enough in time to contributing
factors and astute enough in nature to be able to respond to
psychotherapeutic measures rather quickly."
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Students View Name Change

call it Catholic Ghetto University?"
Kim Fetush, senior: "Seattle
Joe Zavaglia, senior: "Father
religiously orPresident, to rename the Uni- Jesuit sounds too up tight. On Baker's reasons for changing
It sounds
the name of the university were
versity has initiated much com- ientated.
hand, Seattle Univer- understandable to an extent. I
the
other
ment on campus since its first sity sounds much like the name
could not see changing thename
mention last month.
community college. Bellar- to better associate others with
of
a
Names such as Seattle Jesuit mine sounds like the best of the S.U., for the
same thing could
and Jesuit University of Seattle proposednames. To the average be done by extending
the pubwere suggested as possibilities person, it won't have religious licity and recruiting procedures
present
replace
the
standard overtones."
to
university."
which is, Fr. Baker said, "often
Fredickson, senior: "I of the
Rollan
confused with the University of think they should leave it as it
Washington."
is."
Following are comments of
HANNAH Kreamer, sophoS.U. students on the name
"Most of the universities
more:
change:
that have the name of the city
junior:
"I'm
Berard,
PETE
in their title are private, such
The chairmen for the 1970
satisfied with Seattle University. as Denver University, Portland freshman
orientation committee
Why change?"
University, the University of
McHugh, general
Frank
are
Beecher,
University
senior: "I do Chicago, etc. Seattle
Casey
Hilton, secreJudy
chairman,
not agree with the idea of chang- has accomplished that task, so tarial chairman, and Karen Aning the name of Seattle Uni- why change the name?"
derson, financial chairman. The
versity. It is said that the name
Mary Viskovich, freshman: committee co-ordinates all
is confusing, but Idon't think "The name has been standard freshman week activities.
so. It's not really confused with for approximately 22 years. By
The members feel that the
other institutions, as many changing it, we would loose our
week is the
think."
traditional identity. For ex- purpose of freshman
Marga Bowers, sophomore: ampleBerkeley is known for its unification of the new students
orientation
"A name such as Jesuit Uni- name. Take away its name and as a class and their
versity would not be conducive no one would know what you to the University style.
to attracting students. It sounds were talking about. The same
Sign up sheets will be posted
applies to S.U. We should hang in dorms for those who want to
like a seminary."
Steven Throckmorton, senior: on to our reputation and tradi- work on the committee, and
tion."
suggestion boxes will be erected
"What's in a name?"
Michael Baer, unclassified around the campus for students
Larry Naehr, senior: "As I
understand it, Seattle University fifth year student: If Icould with ideas about the orientation
is confused with Seattle Com- stretch Father Baker's conservmunity and Seattle Pacific Col- ative mentality a little, why not week.

lege. We were here first, so why
should we change?"

by Mike Mulcahy
proposal
The
of the Very Rev.
Kenneth W. Baker, S.J., S.U.

Bannan 102. All nursing students
TODAY
A Phi O: Active meeting at 7 are invited. There will be a
p.m. in Bellarmine Apts. Exec- senior students' presentation on
Drug Abuse.
utive board meeting at 6 p.m.
Student Nurses: SWANS ConCreative Writers' Club: 7:30
p.m. meeting in Xavier Hall vention will be held on April 9,
10, 11. It will be held at the
Lounge.
Washington and
meeting
in Xa- University of
I.K.'s: 7 p.m.
times will be
the
schedule
of
vier.
posted on the Nursing bulletin
I.K. Pledge Class: 6:30 p.m. board in L.A.
meeting in Pigott 402. Interested
SATURDAY
freshmen and sophomores are
Ski Club: White Pass overinvited to attend.
night ski trip on April 11 and 12.
Spanish Club: 7: 30 p.m. meet- Sign up on the bulletin board
ing in Bellarmine.
across from L.A. 123.
Spurs: 6:15 p.m. meeting in
SUNDAY
Bannan 501.
Hiyu Coolee: Initiation and
WEDNESDAY
elections hike will leave bookGamma Sigma Phi: 7 p.m. store at 8:30 a.m. Details on
meeting in Bellarmine 232.
L.A. bulletin board.
Physics Club: Two films will
be shown on Wednesday and
Thursday. "Similarities in Wave A Phi O Book Sale
Behavior" and "Crystals: An Open for $ Return
Introduction" will be shown beUsed text books will be sold
tween 11-3 p.m. each day, with
from
noon to 4 p.m. through
306.
showings
day
a
in Ba
four
tomorrow at the Alpha Phi
THURSDAY
Omega booksale located in the
Phi Chi Theta: 6:15 p.m. basement of Bellarmine Apts.
meeting in Campion Conference
Students who have had their
Room. It is a mandatory meet- books sold by A Phi's may pick
ing for members. Officers will up their money between noon
be elected. Wear uniforms.
and 4 p.m. today or tomorrow.
Sigma Theta Tau: 7:30 meet- Those who want their texts reing for members and 8 p.m. turned should pick them up bemeeting for non-members in tween 3 and 4 p.m. Wednesday.

Orientation
Seeks Ideas

SPACE OUT

YOUR ENTERTAINMENT DOLLAR
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Ski Club Annual Slaloms f BUY at CO-OP'S1
Held During Spring Break CAMPING SALE
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SATURDAY, APRIL 11

I

9:30 AM TO 5:30 PM
1525 11th AYE. STORE ONLY
= SLEEPBNG BAGS

" 2Vi LB. PRIME DUCK DOWN

-

Rip-stop nylon cover & lining
Mummy & barrel shape
Regular & extra long ONLY MM M

" ASSORTEDDOWN BAGS,
Mite, shapes

—
TIM PROCTOR, S.U. Ski Club member,
took an unexpected time out during competition at the Ski Club's Spring Break Trip
Steve Davis and Wendy Paxton turned in the fastest official times in the Ski Club's annual slalom race, and Jim Irwin placed first in the Beer
Downhill during the Club's
Spring Break Trip to Big Mountain in Whitefish, Montana.
The Very Rev. Kenneth W.
Baker, S.J., University President, tied with Matt Boyle for
fourth place in the Men's Advanced Slalom division.

WENDY placed first in the

celled.

Don Gerstmar is playing the
Number One position for the
Chiefs and is facing the best
players in the Northwest. The
team has been getting goodplay
from sophomore IettermanDave
Merrill as well as Brian Jones.
JC transfer Wayne Hoestra has
also played very well and
scored points in all Chieftain
action so far. Frosh newcomers
Paul Motte and Dan ApoposAPRIL
10 Fri.

U of Portland

Portland, Ore
. 3:00 pm
U of Waih.
U of Wash
10:00 am
15 Wed. Seattle Pacific
Mercer It. CC
3:00 pm
25 Fri.
U of Oregon
Mercer It. CC
3:00 pm
25 Sat. Oregon Stat* U
3:00 pm
,.
Mercer It. CC
26 Sun. U of Portland
Mercer It. CC
9:00 am
27 Man Pugot Sound
Totomo, Wash. .... 3:00pm

11 Sat.

-

to Big Mountain in Whitefish, Montana.

Proctor was competing in the Men's Intermediate Slalom when he fell.
women's advanced division with gory follow:
a time of 20.4 seconds. Davis
MEN'S ADVANCED: Steve
placed first in the men's ad- Davis,
20.2; Bill Pugh, 21.6; Don
vanced division with 20.2 sec- Stevens, 21.9;
Fr. Baker, 22.2;

cwicz are showing possibilities.
The Chiefs faced the U.W.
Huskies last Saturday at Mercer
Island Country Club and bowed
8-1 as they captured only a single match.
Eldon Stamper, playing No. 6
singles, defeated Hussein Lotfy
of Washington, 6-4, 1-6, and 7-5.
Next action is Friday when
S.U. will face the University of
Portland Pilots at 3 p.m. in the
Rose City.
SINGLES: Dick Knight (UW)
beat Don Gerstmar (SU), 6-3, 6-4;
Don Geer (UW) beat Paul Moote
(SU), 6-0, 6-2; Chip Zimmer (UW)
beat Wayne Hoekstra (SU), 6-1,
6-2; Ken Mordoff (UW) beat Dave
Merrill (SU), 6-1, 8-6; Bruce Kellock (UW) beat Brian Jones (SU),
6-0, 9-7; Eldon Stammer (SU) beat
Hussein Lotfy (UW), 6-4, 1-6, 7-5.

DOUBLES: Knight-Zimmer beat
Gerstmar-Merrill, 1-6, 6-3, 9-7;
Kelloch-Kato beat Jones-Stamper,
6-4, 8-6; Geer-Mordoff beat MooteHoekstra, 6-1, 6-0.
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CLOTHING
" FAMOUS BRAND
DOWN PARKAS
Many styles & colors

Men's & ladies' sizes

From

1

I
|

MkMr

" NAME BRAND SPORTSWEAR JEAO/.

onds.
Boyle, 22.2; Mike Fay.
Winners in other d iv isi o n s Matt
22.5; Pete Berard, 22.7; Jim
were: Margie Weller, 23.3 sec- McDermott,
22.7; Gary Hanson,
onds, Women's Intermediate division; Jon Eastman and Mike 22.8; Greg Pease, 22.8; Steve
22.9; Jim Irwin, 23.1,
Mathis tied with 23.5 seconds in McCoy,
Jim Hoover, 23.4; Mark McMen's Intermediate; Kris Sliger, Donald,
25.2; and Bill Robinson,
6:00.0, Women's Beginners; and
31.1.
35.9,
Losey,
John
Men's Beginners.
Official times in Women's AdOfficial times in each cate- vanced were: Wendy Paxton,
20:4; Janice Peretti, 21.8; and
Joanie Dellwo, 23.1

S.U.Netters Open
70 Tennis Season
After opening their season
with a 5-4 win over an S.U.
Alumni team, the Chieftain sextet, under the direction of new
net mentor Mark Frisby, were
shutout by the University of Idaho Vandals 9-0.
The squad then took a road
trip into the Inland Empire and
emerged with 5-4 and 7-2 wins
over Washington State at Pullman and Gonzaga at Spokane.
A scheduled match with Whitworth College was rained out
and in Moscow, Idaho, a return
match with the Vandals was
snowed out. The Idaho match
will be rescheduled but the
Whitworth match has been can-

Close-outs

II

*% *% 50 |

FROM

" DACRONSLEEPING BAGS
photo hy patty hollinger

I

9V /O I

Reduced Up To

Close-outs

-HIKING SHOES" VIBRAM SOLE TRAIL SHOE
Green suede, low-cut, hard toe
NOW

Regular2l.9s

VVI 95

I
■#

" WAFFLE SOLE ALL-PURPOSE

MEN'S INTERMEDIATE: Jon

Soft grey suede, 5" high
Regular 15.95

Eastman, 23.5; Mike Mathis,
23.5; Mike Ho1 1 ingc r, 23.6;
James Connolly, 23.7; Larry
Jones, 23.9; Phil Roppo, 24.3;
Greg Herion, 25.8; Tim Cotterell, 26.8; and Pat Fay, 27.0

A95

NOW Jr

" ASSORTEDCLIMBING BOOTS
Men's & Ladies sizes
Many Styles
UP TO

....

WOMEN' S Intermedi-

J|PP
1/
/3 %0W ■

ates: Margie Weller, 23.3; Con-

nie Fiorito, 23.5; Barbara Ryan,
24.8; Rita Acheson, 26.7; Patty
Hollinger, 27.9; Coleen Marilley,
28.5; Kathy Uhlenkott, 28.7; Sue
McNamara, 28.9; Dawn Dwyer,
29.3; Kathy Murray, 29.9; Patty
Jo McDevitt, 36.0; and Susie
Kozawa, 1:29.4.
MEN'S BEGINNERS: John
Losey, 35.9, and Jim Maquire,
(disqualified for missing gate)
1:26.0.
WOMEN'S Beginners: Kris
Sliger, 6:00.
Top placers in the Beer Downhill were, in order, Jim Irwin,
Steve Davis, Bill Robinson and
Mike Fay.
Fifty-one members of the S.U.
Ski Club made the week-long
trip to Big Mt. along with members of the Catholic Alumni
Club.

I
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-CLOSE-OUTS"
"

" STOVES KNIVES
COOKWARE
"
"
"CONTAINERS
PACK BAGS" BOOKS
" CLIMBING HARDWARE
ROPE

I

GREAT SAVINGS

LIMITED STOCK

-FISHING GEAR-

II

" SOUTH BEND BACKPACK ROD
s'/2 ft. Spincast 5 piece
Zip Vinyl Case
Reg. 17.95
" NAME BRAND REELS
Fly, Automatic &
Spinning Reduced

—

..

./*>

NOW

i

/«*

■fj 95
I
AEE

WE HONOR ALL BANK CARDS
FREE PARKING

▲

M RECREATIONAL

A

INC.
EQUIPMENT
1525 11th AVENUE

I

I
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Che'Guevara

I had gone to
Seattle U.,
I he'd be running
I a taco stand I
I in Bollard."
I

The speaker is a recent graduate of this school.
He is quoted in the April issue of Seattle magazine,
whichcarries an incisive, disturbing report on the troubled
future of Seattle U. Don't miss it.

Seattle
now at your newsstand

8
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